Mega trends shaping
l`];`af]k]da_`l
vehicle industry

Executive summary
Stakeholders across the Chinese light vehicle industry are
being impacted by fast-changing dynamics across the country’s
automotive ecosystem — be it in the operating environment,
customer preferences, competition or supply chain.
To prepare for the next decade, automotive companies need
lgjYak]l`]^gddgoaf_Õn]im]klagfkYf\Ykk]kkl`]ajYZadalqlg
respond to the opportunities and challenges they present:
How will products
need to adapt?

Operating
environment

How will demand
for vehicles and
mobility evolve?

How will business
models need to
adapt?

Customers

Suppliers

What are the supply/
value chain issues
and implications?

Competitors

What are the new
market dynamics?
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during this decade of tremendous change. From the social media
phenomenon to structured government initiatives, these diverse
lj]f\kafÖm]f[]n]`a[d]eYfm^Y[lmj]jk$kmhhda]jkYf\\]Yd]jkgf
multiple fronts. To seize the opportunities that lay ahead, players
old and new must leverage their ability to innovate and remain
Ö]paZd]&Fg\gmZlalÌkYf]o]jY^gjl`]Ymlgeglan]af\mkljq&

Government and impact of motorization
accelerates the introduction of sustainable
mobility solutions
The Chinese Government wants to alleviate excessive energy
[gfkmehlagf$k]n]j]ljY^Õ[[gf_]klagfYf\ogjk]faf_Yaj
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to accelerate the introduction of sustainable technologies and
alternative mobility choices. The Government continues to
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vehicles. Simultaneously, the government is encouraging the
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mobility solutions and promoting them in the major cities. In
addition, the government is also driving intra city transit planning
to accommodate future urbanization and city expansion in lower
tier cities and interior of the country.
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Chinese consumers want a more diverse offering of cars.
Although consumers in major cities seek individuality and access
to mobility service, those in lower-tier cities are price-sensitive
Yf\k]]ckhY[]$j]daYZadalqYko]ddYk^m]d][gfgeq&=[gfgea[
growth over the next decade is likely to accelerate in lower tier
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density relative to a large population base in these regions,
varying infrastructure conditions and cultural differences across
the extensive geography creates a diverse range of mobility
needs. However, the larger cities are already considering
restricting the total number of vehicles similar to Beijing’s move in
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Demand and competition driving
proliferation of products and state-of-the-art
in-vehicle technologies by OEMs
The increasingly demanding and diverse needs of the Chinese
consumers will soon be met with an abundance of products.
For example, some of the new vehicle segments being created
af;`afYaf[dm\];<N ;Yj\]jan]\nYf!$K9N khgjlkY[lanalq
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launching China-only brands to tap the low-end market. The time
lag in technology introduction between the developed markets
and China is shrinking rapidly.

Disparity between market size and R&D
capacity drives investments across
research functions
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despite the country already becoming the world’s largest auto
market. The Chinese government is playing a pivotal role in
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and capacities not only organically, but also through domestic
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also creating advanced research and product development
capabilities in China and will change their role from homologation
to developing models for the Chinese market. In particular,
companies inside and outside the automotive industry are
collaborating to in the alternate powertrain and connectivity
technology areas.

This is an executive summary of a detailed
YfYdqkak[gf\m[l]\Zq=jfklQgmf_Ìk?dgZYd
9mlgeglan];]fl]j&Hd]Yk][gflY[ll`]
automotive professionals on the back of this
document for more in-depth information.

Mega trends
A;LYf\kg[aYde]\aY\janaf_hYjY\a_ek`a^l
in industry’s sales, marketing and supply
chain management functions

New risks challenge OEMs to devise
responsive operational strategies and effective
risk management systems

Today, consumers are sharing uncensored feedback and
information on their perceptions of products and services via
kg[aYde]\aYhdYl^gjek$o`a[`eYqafÖm]f[]l`]ajhmj[`Ykaf_
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communicating with consumers through online and social
media tools. These communications may take the form of
precision marketing, creating “online 4S shops” to complement
and compete with conventional dealerships and managing the
customer’s experience as they build a perception of the brand.
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as one of the seven strategic emerging industries, enabling
the emergence of an intelligent supply chain in the country.
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system to enable better visibility across the supply chain.

G=EkÌafalaYlan]kaf;`afYYj]^Y[af_Yj]Ydalq[`][c&>jgehgl]flaYd
overcapacity and volatile raw materials price to changing regulatory
policies and rising labor cost along the coastal regions, there are
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challenged to devise responsive operational strategies and effective
risk management systems for the China auto sector.

New entrants and innovative business
models take the lead on connectivity,
]d][ljaÕ[YlagfYf\egZadalq
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companies and mobility providers are shaking up the
automotive industry through new mobility-related business
models. They are looking at major Chinese cities as the ideal
hdY[]lgdYmf[`l`]ajegZadalqYf\=Nj]dYl]\k]jna[]klg
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threat to the automotive industry.

Global OEMs aim for “glocalization” while
local OEMs attempt globalization
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locally while simultaneously aiming to build a global footprint.
The government is also pushing to form two to three globally
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are strengthening their China presence as the country rapidly
becomes one of their biggest markets, and aim to integrate
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in China will become a game changing factor for their global
competitive position.

Suppliers building local capacities to capitalize
on OE and aftermarket opportunities
Automotive suppliers are building local capacities to capitalize
gfl`]ogjd\ÌkdYj_]klG=Yf\jYha\dq_jgoaf_Y^l]jeYjc]l
opportunities in China. Domestic suppliers are setting up advanced
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are actively scouting for opportunities to buy core technology
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suppliers and Japanese suppliers are beginning to set up production
capacity in China, global aftermarket brands are developing a Chinakh][aÕ[kljYl]_q&
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products and state-of-theart in-vehicle technologies
by OEMs
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4. Disparity between
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investments across
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driving paradigm shift in
industry’s sales, marketing
and supply chain management
functions
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vehicles. As growth cools and competition heats up, automotive companies across the value chain
must carefully evaluate their investments in China to not only establish a strong local presence, but
also protect their global competitive position.
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